
Combat Cards is a turn based card game of duelling warriors. 
Players build decks which determine the attacks, blocks, special 
fighting moves and devastating combos available to them. Skilful 
Combat Cards players learn the cards and combos available to their 
opponent during the game and use that knowledge to anticipate 
their future moves, exploiting them to inflict heavy damage while 
avoiding damage themselves.

Combat Cards are made up of a number of sections which may 
contain one or more symbols. This diagram shows the different 
sections referred to by the rules below.

Cards with no card type symbol are normal combat cards. The 
special card types are described below.

Resource

The image in the blue symbol on 
these cards and top right text 

show the type of resource. They 
cannot be included in decks.

No Discard
(Draw cards)

These cards are never discarded, 
but otherwise act as normal 

combat cards.

Setup

Place all gold border Resource cards face up in a resource pile 
between the players. Place the 2 Draw cards to one side. Give one 
player all of the stone border horror cards and the other the knot 
work border fantasy cards. Each player builds a deck of at least 9 
cards from their cards, puts the remainder out of the game, shuffles 
their deck and places it face down in front of them as a draw pile. 

Each player then draws the top 3 cards from their draw pile and 
adds a Draw card to make their starting hand. Players may look at 
the cards in their hand and should keep them hidden from the other 
player. Note down a starting health of 100 for each player. 

Deck Building Example

When you first play Combat Cards, give one player a fantasy 
deck containing Thrusting Lunge; Savage Strike; Searing 
Scourge; Poised Parry; Tiger Crouch; Gallant Guard; Tiger 
Pounce; Dragon Swipe and Demonic Spear and the other 
player a horror deck containing Brain Drain; Head Case;  
Marsh Lights; Guttural Groan; Maiden’s Moan; Latte Lash; 
Redeswire Rip; Couture’s Cosh and Sick Sumo Slap

1. Play Cards

Each player picks 1 card from their hand and places it face down 
on the table making sure that any conditions on that card can be 
met as described below. Once both players have chosen, the cards 
are turned face up and their conditions are checked.

2. Check Conditions

Check any symbols in the top right conditions section of the played 
cards to make sure that they can be played. Currently there is only 
one condition: Consume Resources, described below:

Consume 
Resources

Return n (number of studs around 
edge) resource cards with the 
fantasy energy (image in centre) 
resource type to the resource pile.

If either played card has unmet conditions, it is returned to the 
player’s hand.

Conditions Example

 
Ann and Bill both play cards that have Consume Resources 
conditions: Dragon Swipe consumes 1 fantasy energy 
resource when played and Redeswire Rip consumes 1 horror 
energy resource. As Ann played a card with the Produce 
Resources effect last turn she has a Courage resource card 
face up in front of her, which has a helmet on blue energy 
symbol that matches the Consume Resources symbol on her 
Dragon Swipe card. Ann returns Courage to the resource pile 
to meet her card’s conditions. Unfortunately for Bill, his 
previous card had no Produce Resources effect. With no 
horror energy resources available to him this turn, the 
condition on Bill’s played card cannot be met and it is 
returned to his hand. Only Ann’s Dragon Swipe remains face 
up and is played this turn.

3. Return Resources

After conditions have been checked, all remaining resource cards 
are returned face up to the resource pile.
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4. Determine Results

To determine the results of a turn, first apply the effects of any 
symbols in the bottom right uncontested effect area of each played 
card. The possible effects are described below. Unless otherwise 
noted, the magnitude of the effect is n.

Damage 
(Opponent)

Opponent loses n health.

Damage
(Self)

Player loses n health.

Expose
(Opponent)

If opponent loses health due to 
an effect in the same section 
on any played card, they lose 

an additional n health.

Expose
(Self)

If player loses health due to an 
effect in the same section on 
any played card, they lose an 

additional n health.

Heal
(Opponent)

Opponent gains n health.

Heal
(Self)

Player gains n health.

Discard 
(Opponent)

Opponent discards n cards at 
the end of the turn.

Discard
(Self)

Player discards n cards at the 
end of the turn.

Draw
(Opponent)

Opponent draws n cards, 
discarding down to 6 cards at 

the end of the turn if 
necessary.

Draw
(Self)

Player draws n cards, 
discarding down to 6 cards at 

the end of the turn if 
necessary.

Discard Current 
(Opponent)

Opponent discards the card 
they are currently playing at 

the end of the turn.
Magnitude 1.

Discard Current 
(Self)

Player discards the card they 
are currently playing at the 

end of the turn. Magnitude 1.

Produce Resources

Place n (number of studs 
around edge) resource cards 
with the fantasy energy 
(image in centre) resource 
type from the resource pile 
face up in front of the player.

Next apply the effects of any symbols in the left hand contested 
effect sections of each played combat card. Effects in these 
sections may be changed by modifiers in the same section of the 
other player's card. The possible modifiers are shown below.

Block
Reduce magnitude of all 
effects in same section of 

opponents played card by n.

Dodge

Negate effects in the same 
section of opponents played 

card which have a magnitude 
of n or greater.

Copy

Copy all effects in the same 
section of opponents played 

card which have a magnitude 
of n or greater.

Results Example

Ann plays Stinging Storm on the same turn that Bill plays 
Great Dread. First the uncontested effects are applied. 
Stinging Storm has no uncontested effects, but Great Dread 
has a Discard Current (self) uncontested effect, so Bill must 
discard Great Dread at the end of the turn. Next the contested 
effects are calculated. Great Dread has a magnitude 16 
Damage (Opponent) and a magnitude 16 Heal (Self) effect in 
its high contested effects section. The magnitudes of both 
effects are reduced to 2 by the magnitude 14 Block in the 
high section of the Stinging Storm card, so Ann loses 2 health 
and Bill gains 2 health. The magnitude 3 Damage 
(Opponent) effect and a magnitude 1 Discard (Opponent) 
effect in the low section of the Stinging Storm card are 
unmodified as are the 2 magnitude 10 Damage (Self) effects 
in the low section of the Great Dread card, so Bill loses 23 
health and must discard another card.

5. Return and Discard Cards

After results have been applied and health changes noted down, if 
only 1 player has health remaining, they are declared the winner. If 
neither player has health remaining, the game is drawn, otherwise 
played cards are returned to their owners hand, cards are discarded 
if required by effects or the hand limit as described below and then 
another turn is played by following steps 1 to 5.

Hand Limit

If at any time a player holds more than 6 cards in their hand, they 
must immediately discard down to 6 cards as described below. No 
Discard (Draw) cards do not count toward the hand limit.

Discarding

If a player needs to discard a card, they shuffle their hand and their 
opponent picks a card. That card is shown to both players before 
being shuffled into the player's draw pile. If a No Discard card is 
picked another card is picked instead.
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